SQM Electromechanical Contracting was established in 2016 at City of Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates. Self-delivers all technical services and utilize our global strategic partners to
support the delivery of Electromechanical Contracting Industry to the OWNERS buildings to
all GCC and ASIAN Countries.
SQM Electromechanical Contracting has evolved through the years to serve the private and
public sectors and has a GULF and ASIAN reputation as a leading Facilities Contracting with
strong organic growth. As a privately owned company, our first and foremost goal is to
completely satisfy the needs of our clients. WE firmly believe in providing our clients with
custom-tailored and dedicated services as opposed to a ONE SIZE FITS ALL "approach.
WE employ diverse capabilities and longstanding experienced to deliver facilities
management services with added support, financial stability, and the comfort of our Global
Technical expertise and resources. DEVELOPING and implementing innovation has been
instrumental in our success and WE continuously make significant investments in technology
to maintain our "ALWAYS READY" presence, improving building operations effectively, while
establishing and maintaining client confidence and peace of mind.
NOW" SQM FM Services provides Facilities Services to the marketplace. Our company uses
talented and experienced facilities professionals and contractors around Middle East and
Asian Country to maintain facilities of various types including retail, manufacturing,
educational, hotels, residential, governments, and more. OUR primary GOAL is to deliver
innovative FM solutions in order to maintain facilities with the highest standards while also
achieving cost savings.
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WHO WEARE

Our superior level of operation excellence is expressed through the SQM JOB Circle
of services, which operates globally and represents our four key areas of
electromechanical and contracting distinction: Services, Support, Sustainability and
scalability.

SQM FM Services, a top electromechanical contracting company to continues delivers
services to the Clients. We formed into SQM FM Services, delivers value through
innovative solutions. SQM FM Services works closely with each one of our customers
to deliver a program that not only electromechanical contracting Company and also
maintains the facility and reducing costs. This is driven by our experienced in the field,
including the implementation of well-planned maintenance programs, high-quality
facility engineering services, enhancing energy efficiency through no/low cost energy
management solutions, and deploying cutting-edge account management systems.
SQM FM uses the latest technology solutions to support its clients, with our
computerized maintenance management system forming the hub of our solution with
access from mobile applications. Contracts are supported by SQM FM Services 24/7
call center, proving immediate response to any request by our industry leading
support services.

SQM FM Services
Is Always Ready
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At SQM FM Services, the phase ALWAYS READY not only represents
our company's philosophy of continuous improvement and
innovation. It's a promised to our clients to be "READY" for you
with relevant people, equipment's and resources required to maintain
your building facilities at their optimum levels of operation. Always be
ready with utmost support and answer to your concerns, when problems
arise, followed by quick resolution to restore peace of mind.
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BUILDING ENGINEERING
SQM FM Services a leading building Facilities Engineering Company, applies principles
and technology to enhance building for global clients. SQM FM maintains MEP, HVAC, and
structures in offices, airports, hotels, data centers, villas, and high-rise residential and
commercial buildings where engineering facilities management services are required.

WE ARE READY
SQM FM Services Company has a diverse capability and experience to deliver facilities
management services to large, multifaceted and prestigious sites across the Middle East and
Asian Country with added support, financial stability and comfort of worldwide technical
expertise that gives security to the client.

DIVERSE CAPABILITY AND EXPERIENCED
SQM FM Services has a strong engineering heritage and our management team has strength
in being both qualifies and experienced, many are licensed engineers. OUR philosophy is to
self-perform the services that we are experts in, working with strategic partners for specialist
services. to provide complete integrated facilities management solutions across the Middle
East and Asian Country.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Operations and maintenance are at the core of what SQM FM does. This includes
Heating Ventilation, and Air Conditioning, Mechanical Services, Plumbing Services,
Electrical Services, Structural Services and planning maintenance.
SQM FM Services analyzes the equipment and selects the appropriate maintenance
techniques including: Predictive Testing and Inspection (PT&I) - Utilizing measuring tools,
such as vibration analysis or infrared thermography, to predict failures.
Condition Based - Used with an EMS; for example, a sensor detects when AHU,
FAHU fitters are dirty.
Statistical Based - Uses a database of mean time between Failure (MTBF) or trend
analysis to anticipate failures
Time-Based - The maintenance solution typically recommended by the manufacturer
(i.e. lubricate monthly)
SQM FM Services offers improved quality of services, reporting, maximizes asset
uptime and reduces cost and risk
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OUR CLIENTS

ASPIN TOWER
DUBAI, UAE
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SQUARE
METER
FM SERVICES
Office Address: P.O Box 3249, Warehouse 3,
Ateeq Saif Ghanem Al Suwaidi 2, M25,
Mussafah, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Phone Num: +9712 491 3255
Mobile Num: +971 52 877 8058
Email: dhodz@sqmmep.com
Website: www.sqmmep.com

